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Abstract: In this paper, our strategy is to look for locally optimum answers to a non-smooth opti-
mization problem that has been constructed to include minimization goals and restrictions for smart
structures’ vibration suppression. In both theoretical analysis and practical implementation, it is
widely recognized that designing multi-objective control systems poses a considerable challenge. In
this study, we assess the effectiveness of this method by employing the open-source Matlab toolbox
Hifoo 2.0 and juxtapose our findings with established industry standards. We start by framing the
control problem as a mathematical optimization issue and proceed to identify the controller that effec-
tively addresses this optimization. This approach introduces the potential application of intelligent
structures in tackling the challenge of vibration suppression. This study makes use of the most recent
version of the freely available application Hifoo which tries to study vibration suppression with the
limits outlined above in the context of multi-objective controller design. A controller directive is
initially set, allowing for a lower order.

Keywords: optimization problem; H-infinity controller; Hifoo control; smart structures

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a lot of interest in piezoelectrically activated smart
structures that have robust vibration control. For systems that must maintain stability or
performance in the face of several sources of uncertainty, such control rules are ideal [1–4].
The later robust controller leads to an appropriate design of smart structures by accounting
for the uncertainties of the dynamical system and the incompleteness of the measured data.
The numerical simulation demonstrates that the general methods proposed can effectively
suppress vibration in the case of a piezoelectric smart structure, serving as a tutorial. The
ultimate goal of this approach is to provide a comprehensive and unique methodology for
the design and validation of robust H-infinity controllers for active structures [5–9].

The implementation of active control technologies in intelligent structures has been
the focus of the current effort. In addition to vibration reduction, low steady-state error,
fast recovery, and little-to-no maximum uplift are also desired; nevertheless, control energy
cannot go beyond operational bounds. H-infinity control has the benefit of allowing the
computation to account for the worst-case scenario of unpredictable disturbances and
system noise. Furthermore, a wide frequency spectrum may be created as the H-infinity
controller can effectively handle more input. The findings are noteworthy; vibration
reduction is demonstrated even for actual wind loads when the voltage of the piezoelectric
component is regulated within tolerance. Utilizing the Hifoo controller in conjunction with
non-parametric and non-convex optimization methods. The results are good; we completely
reject disturbances utilizing reduced-order control and H-infinity control [10–15]. The
aforementioned discusses the many control techniques used to reduce noise and vibration
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in structures. This study contributes to the use of control to reduce intelligent structures’
oscillations. The main advancement is the use of a reduced-order controller to achieve total
oscillation suppression.

In this research, we first make use of the H-infinity control implementations in smart
structures. A controller based on H-infinity is intended to inhibit the smart piezoelec-
tric structure’s vibration under dynamic loading. It is demonstrated that the H-infinity
controller is resilient to parametric uncertainty in vibration suppression situations. The
advantages of active vibration suppression and robust control in smart structure dynamics
are clearly described in this paper. Robust control theory is needed to develop smart struc-
ture controllers that deliver stability with guaranteed performance [1–3]. A disadvantage
of controller H infinity is the large computational demands, especially when the number
of finite elements increases. By using the controller, we can get just as good results as
a reduced-order controller. Second, the most current version of the publicly accessible
program, Hifoo [4–7], which aims to overcome the limitations mentioned above in the
context of multi-objective controller design, is used in this study. Compared to traditional
control approaches, Hifoo methods offer the benefit of being immediately adaptable to
difficulties with multivariate systems. It is challenging to optimize both great performance
and stability at the same time [7–13]. The behavior of a pair of piezoelectric patches applied
symmetrically to the top and bottom surfaces of each beam element will be studied in
an intelligent cantilever smart construction. No lifting or Lyapunov variables are used
to address the requirements’ incompatibilities. This leads to an optimization issue that
is often short-dimensional, non-smooth, and nonconvex, and does not need the solution
of any significant convex subproblems [4–7]. It is usually simple to locate an appropriate
controller rather than an efficient robust control in reality, even though the behavior of
this technique cannot be guaranteed [8–10]. Hifoo methods have the advantage of being
quickly adaptive to problems involving multivariate systems in comparison to typical
control approaches. Optimizing strong stability and performance at the same time is
difficult [11–13]. A method known as Hifoo loop-shaping allows the control designer to
use typical loop-shaping techniques to the multivariable frequency response in order to
achieve beneficial robust performance, before optimizing the response near the system
bandwidth to meet good robust criteria. In this article [12,14,15], the benefits of strong
control in intelligent companies are discussed.

Very high-order controllers are often produced by most of the techniques or heuristics
currently used to address these issues. The control behavior of the beam matches pre-
dictions, and the results show the effectiveness of the provided model and method. The
beam’s control behavior is in line with expectations, and the outcomes demonstrate the
effectiveness of the suggested model and procedure. In this work, a beam with piezoelectric
patches is controlled and oscillations caused under dynamic load are reduced. In recent
years, there has been a lot of interest in piezoelectrically activated smart structures that
have robust vibration control. The Hifoo robust controller leads to an appropriate design
of smart structures by accounting for the uncertainties of the dynamical system and the
incompleteness of the measured data. The numerical simulation demonstrates that the
general methods proposed can effectively suppress vibration in the case of a piezoelectric
smart structure, serving as a tutorial. The ultimate goal of this approach is to provide a
comprehensive and unique methodology for the design and validation of robust Hifoo
controllers for active structures [16–20]. The findings are remarkable; even for actual wind
loads, vibration reduction is shown when the piezoelectric component voltage is adjusted
tolerably. In order to reduce the model’s processing requirements, the controller rank was
dropped by combining non-parametric and nonconvex optimization approaches with the
Hifoo controller. Both the local bundle technique and the gradient sampling method cannot
be employed if the MATLAB route lacks the quadratic programming tool “quadprog”.
These three optimization techniques each make use of the gradients that Hifoo dynamically
produces. Finding the odd locations where gradients do not exist is not attempted. The
positions of the gradient discontinuities do not cause the procedures to fail. The latter
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phases of the bundle and gradient sampling look for a place where a convex combination
of gradients at neighboring points has a small norm. Even with a substantially lower
system degree, the controller functioned flawlessly. Strong stabilization, in which a robust
controller must stabilize a plant, and simultaneous stabilization, in which a single controller
must be discovered to stabilize many plants, are characteristic instances of multi-objective
robust control issues [7,16,17]. We evaluate the system’s flexibility and durability after
doing a system analysis. The beneficial aspects of this work are as follows: reduced-order
optimization of the H-infinity controller in intelligent structures, control of oscillation
suppression by simulating intelligent entities, results in the time–space domain and the fre-
quency domain, application of measurement noise of beam state, complete suppression of
oscillations, reduction of controller order, input of white noise as disturbance input, taking
it as a percentage of the disturbances, and application of measurement noise. The results
are excellent. We achieved complete disturbance rejections with H-infinity control and with
reduced-order control. The following are alternative control techniques used to reduce
structural noise and vibration. This work contributes to the application of control to reduce
the oscillations of smart structures. The innovation is that full suppression of oscillations is
achieved with a reduced-order controller. In other words, the optimal result is achieved
with much smaller computational requirements and without compromising the accuracy of
the model. The first focus of future studies will be on how to apply these certain command
techniques to real intelligent structures in an experimental context. This article presents
innovations in the application of the demanding theory of control to smart materials and
computational mechanics. The innovation is that full suppression of oscillations is achieved
with a reduced-order controller. In other words, the optimal result is achieved with much
smaller computational requirements and without compromising the accuracy of the model.

2. Methodology
2.1. Controller Synthesis H-Infinity

The aforementioned provides ways for comparing and assessing controller perfor-
mance as well as answers to analytical difficulties. Nonetheless, it is feasible to approxi-
mately synthesize a controller that delivers a specific performance in terms of the structured
single -µ- value. In this procedure known as (D, G-K) iteration [17–22], i.e., the difficulty in
identifying a µ-optimal controller K so that µ(F(jω), K(jω)) ≤ β, ∀ω, is converted into the
problem of identifying finding transfer function matrices D(ω)∈ and G(ω)∈ ∞, such that,

sup
ω
σ

D(ω)
(

Fu(F(jω), K(jω))D−1(ω)

γ
− jG(ω)

(I + G2(ω)
)− 1

2

 ≤ 1, ∀ω (1)

Unfortunately, this approach fails to provide any guarantee of identifying local max-
ima. However, a method referred to as D-K iteration is available for complicated per-
turbations (additionally implemented in MATLAB). It connects H-infinity synthesis and
µ-analysis generally, producing positive outcomes. The initial reference is a limit on µ
expressed in relation to the adjusted singular value [22,23],

µ(N) ≤ min
D∈D

σ
(

DND−1
)

(2)

The concept aims to identify a controller that minimizes the maximum value over the
frequency of its upper bound, namely,

min
K

(
min
D∈D

∥∥∥DN(K)D−1
∥∥∥

∞

)
(3)

by taking turns in the process of minimizing
∥∥∥DN(K)D−1

∥∥∥
∞

with respect to either K or D
(while maintaining the other fixed) [21,23–26].
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The challenge is the process of selecting a single controller using state-space equations,
K = (AK, BK, CK, DK). The maximum 2-norm perturbation to a stable closed loop system
that may be accepted whilst still ensuring that the perturbed system stays stable is the H-
infinity norm, which is not specified. The biggest real component of a closed loop system’s
poles (eigenvalues) is called the spectral abscissa.

To exhibit P in state space, the natural partitioning must be generated,

P(s) =

A B1 B2
C1 D11 D12
C2 D21 D22

 =

[
Pzw(s) Pzu(s)
Pyw(s) Pyu(s)

]
(4)

where the packed form has been used, while the equivalent type for K is,

K(s) =
[

AK BK
CK DK

]
(5)

Equation (4) specifies the equations,

.
x(t) = Ax(t) +

[
B1 B2

][w(t)
u(t)

]
[

z(t)
y(t)

]
=

[
C1
C2

]
x(t) +

[
D11 D12
D21 D22

][
w(t)
u(t)

] (6)

and, ..
xκ(t) = Aκxκ(t) + Bκy(t)
u(t) = Cκxκ(t) + Dκy(t)

(7)

To find the matrices involved, we break the feedback loop and use the relevant
equations, in order to receive the structure in state space form, and align the inputs,
outputs, states, and input/output to the controller:

.
xF = AxF + (Gd + Bu), x = IxF.

xu = Auxu + Buu, uw = Cuxu + Duu
.
xe = Aexe + BeJx, ew = Cexe + DeJx

.
xnw = Anwxnw + Bnwnw, n = Cnwxnw + Dnwnw.
xdw = Adwxdw + Bdwdw, d = Cdwxdw + Ddwdw

y = Cx + n

(8)

Let,

x =


xF
xu
xe

xnw
xdw

, y = y, w =

[
dw
nw

]
, z =

[
uw
ew

]
, u = u (9)

The internal signals d, n, and e x are substituted into Equation (8) to produce,
.
xF.
xu.
xe.

xnw.
xdw

 =


A 0 0 0 GCdw
0 Au 0 0 0

BeJ 0 Ae 0 0
0 0 0 Anw 0
0 0 0 0 Adw




xF
xu
xe

xnw
xdw

+


GDdw 0

0 0
0 0
0 Bnw

Bdw 0


[

dw
nw

]
+


B

Bu
0
0
0

u (10)

[
uw
ew

]
=

[
0 Cu 0 0 0

DeJ 0 Ce 0 0

]
xF
xu
xe

xnw
xdw

+ 0
[

dw
nw

]
+

[
Du
0

]
u (11)
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y =
[
C 0 0 Cnw 0

]


xF
xu
xe

xnw
xdw

+
[
0 Dnw

][dw
nw

]
+ 0u (12)

Therefore, the matrices are:

=


A 0 0 0 GCdw
0 Au 0 0 0

BeJ 0 Ae 0 0
0 0 0 Anw 0
0 0 0 0 Adw

, B1 =


GDdw 0

0 0
0 0
0 Bnw

Bdw 0

, B2 =


B

Bu
0
0
0


C1 =

[
0

DeJ
Cu
0

0
Ce

0
0

0
0

]
, D11 = 0, D12 =

[
Du
0

]
C2 =

[
C 0 0 Cnw 0

]
, D21 =

[
0 Dnw

]
, D22 = 0

(13)

As can be seen, the state vector in this design has a size of 16 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 8 = 36. Mod-
eling the controller K(s)’s size is additionally determined by this. In cases where any weight
matrices are constant, this number will be reduced by the appropriate order [20,27,28].

The challenge is to select a single controller K = (AK, BK, CK, DK) that has state-space
equations AK ∈ R nK×nK, with BK, CK, and DK that have compatible dimensions with AK
and the generalized plant matrices. The designer can specify the controller order K since it
is fixed [29–32]. For a stable closed-loop system, the complex stability radius is the largest
2-norm perturbation that is tolerable whilst still ensuring that the disrupted mechanism
continues to be stable when the w and z performance channels are not specified, and the
H-infinity norm is not defined [32–35]. A closed loop system’s spectral abscissa is the
biggest real component of its poles (eigenvalues).

2.2. Optimization Method Hifoo

A two-phase algorithm is used. The quasi-Newton approach (BFGS optimization
algorithm), which is effective for nonconvex, non-smooth optimization, is the main driving
force behind each phase [4–7]. If the user does not provide a first estimate for the desired
controller, Hifoo produces the first controllers at random. Even if the user does make
an initial guess, Hifoo nonetheless generates more initial controllers at random just in
case they give better results. Lowering the closed loop plants’ maximum spectral abscissa
using BFGS is the first step in stabilizing. Once one is discovered that stabilizes these
plants, the procedure concludes and a starting point for the second phase with a finite
controller is attained. Increasing the penalty factor, while optimization is repeated as
necessary if BFGS is unable to find a site where the constraint violations are zero (unless F
is identically zero, in which case all j are finite). Although this method is frequently quick
and extremely successful, there are no guarantees. By default, Hifoo follows BFGS using
the more time-consuming Burke et al.’s [7] gradient sampling strategy; however, this may
be altered.

2.3. Problem Formulation and Optimization Method

More information is provided in the equations of a generalized plant G’s state-space.

.
x(t) = Ax(t) + B1w(t) + B2u(t),

z(t) = C1x(t) + D11w(t) + D12u(t),
y(t) = C2x(t) + D21w(t) + D22u(t)

(14)

and the controller K(s)’s state-space realization is
.
xK(t) = AK xK(t) + BKy(t),
u(t) = CK xK(t) + DKy(t),

(15)
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where A ∈ Rn×n, D12 ∈ Rp1 ×m2, D21 ∈ Rp2 ×m1, with additional matrices that share equal
dimensions, and AK ∈ RnK×nK, with BK, CK, DK AK and the generalized plant matrices
comparable in terms of dimensions. Because the order of the control is fixed, the designer
is able to specify it.

The signals (z, w, y, u) stand in for the controlled outputs, exogenous inputs (such as
disturbances and directives), measured inputs (or sensor inputs), and control inputs, in
that order. Tzw stands for the transfer function from the input w to the output z; for further
information, see [14]. The closed loop H∞ typical function can be minimized to represent
the ideal H-infinity controller architecture.

Inf ‖Tzw‖∞,
K stabilizing

in which K(s) internally stabilize the closed-loop system according to the restriction.
We apply the extra requirement that the controller be stable in this study because we

want to decrease
Inf ‖Tzw‖∞,
K stabilizing and K stable

Let us use a(X) to represent the biggest real part of the eigenvalues, or the spectral
abscissa of matrix X. As a result, we need both that α(ACL) < 0 and that α(AK) < 0 where
ACL is the closed-loop system matrix. The set of stable matrices, which is the feasible set
for AK, is not convex and has a rough boundary. It has received substantial research; for
examples, see [5–7].

The two processes used by Hifoo are stability and performance optimization, just
like in earlier versions [7,33]. As the closed-loop system is being stabilized, Hifoo 2 keeps
minimizing max(α(ACL, ǫα(AK)), which is a positive parameter that will result in detaining
more details subsequently, until it discovers a controller K for which this number is negative,
indicating that the controller is stable. If Hifoo is unable to discover a suitable controller, it
will return with an output to that effect.

Hifoo 2 searches for a local minimizer during the performance optimization phase of

f(K) =

{
∞ if max(α(ACL), α(AK)) ≥ 0

max(‖Tzw‖∞∞,∈ ‖K‖∞) otherwise
(16)

where,
‖K‖∞ = supR∫=0

∥∥∥CK(sI−AK)
−1BK + DK

∥∥∥
2
.

The primary design objective aims to minimize the transfer function Tzw and stabilize
the closed-loop system, so the introduction is justified. However, the K term restrains
the H-infinity norm of the controller from growing too large, a condition that the stability
constraint alone cannot ensure. The performance phase of optimization starts with f (K),
obtaining a bounded value because of the stabilization phase. The rejection occurs during
the line search process, which demands a decrease in the objective function at each iteration.
The optimization algorithm that Hifoo [36] calls at each level employs the non-smooth,
nonconvex optimization technique known as HANSO. These components make up its
composition: if a local bundle approach fails to identify local optimality for the best point
determined by BFGS, gradient sampling [2,4] tries to enhance the local minimizer’s estimate
and returns a rough optimality value. To approximate a local minimizer faster, we use
a quasi-Newton algorithm (BFGS). If the MATLAB route does not contain the quadratic
programming tool “quadprog”, neither the local bundle approach nor the gradient sampling
method is used [34,36–38]. Each of these three methods of optimization takes advantage of
the gradients that Hifoo dynamically generates. Identifying the peculiar places where the
gradients do not exist is not attempted. The methods do not fail as a result of the gradient
discontinuities at unusual locations. The last stages of the bundle and gradient sampling
search parameter space for a location where a convex combination of gradients at nearby
points has a small norm. The algorithm is two-phase. Each phase is mainly driven by the
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quasi-Newton technique (BFGS optimization algorithm), which is efficient for nonconvex,
non-smooth optimization [4–7]. Hifoo generates the initial controllers at random if the
user does not supply a first estimate for the desired controller. Hifoo produces more
initial controllers at random even if the user does make an initial estimate, just in case
they produce better results. The first step in stabilizing is lowering the maximum spectral
abscissa of the closed loop plants using BFGS. The process is complete and a starting point
for the second phase with a finite controller is reached once one is found that stabilizes
these plants. Increasing the penalty factor and repeating optimization, as necessary. A very
poorly conditioned Hessian approximation matrix is produced during the BFGS phase.
There is further information in [4–7,39].

3. Results
3.1. Application in Smart Structures

The following part will analyze the behavior of an eight-element cantilever smart
structure with symmetrical bonds between four pairs of piezoelectric patches at each beam
element’s top and bottom surfaces (Figures 1 and 2). The different components of this
construction have the dimensions presented below.
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The dynamical description of the system is provided by

M
..
q(t) + C

.
q + Dq(t) = fm(t) + fe(t) (17)

where M is the global mass matrix, C is the viscous damping matrix, D represents the global
stiffness matrix, fm represents the global external loading vector, and fe is the global control
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force vector produced by electromechanical coupling effects. The independent variable q(t)
is composed of transversal deflections wi and rotations ψi, i.e.,

q(t) =


w1
ψ1
...

wn
ψn

additionally (18)

in which n is the number of finite elements that the analysis is using. Vectors w and fm is
positive upwards.

In order to convert to state-space control representation, allow (in the usual manner)

x(t) =
[

q(t)
.
q(t)

]
(19)

Additionally, to define fe(t) as Bu(t), we express it as F*
eu, where F*

e (of size 2n × n) is
the piezoelectric force for a unit applied on the corresponding actuator, and u stands for
the voltages on the actuators [40–42]. Lastly, d(t) = fm(t) is the disturbance vector. Then,

.
x(t) =

[
02n×2n I2n×2n
−M−1K −M−1D

]
x(t) +

[
02n×n

M−1F*
e

]
u(t) +

[
02n×2n
M−1

]
d(t)

= Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Gd(t)

= Ax(t) +
[
B G

][u(t)
d(t)

]
= Ax(t) + B

∼
u(t)

(20)

This can be enhanced using the output equation (displacements only measured),

y(t) = [x1(t) x3(t) . . . xn−1(t)]T = Lx(t) (21)

In this formulation u is n × 1 (at most, but can be smaller), while d is 2n × 1, (n is
the number of nodes). The units used are m, rad, sec, and N. The parameters of the smart
beam are in Table 1. Our system remains stable in the field of time-space, but stability is
presented in more detail in the field of frequency domain.

Table 1. Parameters of the smart beam.

Parameters Values

L, for beam length 1.00 m

W, for Beam Width 0.002 m

Wp, PZT Width 0.002 m

h, for Beam thickness 0.096 m

hp, piezoelectric thickness 0.0002 m

ρ, for Beam density 1600 kg/m3

E, for Young’s modulus of the beam
Ep, Young modulus of pzt

6.3 × 1010 N/m2
1.5 × 1011 N/m2

bs, ba, for PZT thickness 0.002 m

d31 the Piezoelectric constant 230 × 10−12 m/V

3.2. Results for H-Infinity Control

The Matlab routine for H-infinity control is: [Kinf] = hinfsyn(sysic, nmeas, ncont),
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Where nmeas = 4 is the number of sensors, ncont = 4 is the number of the controller,
and sysic is the formulation of the block diagram. In Figure 3 for this formulation, we use
the Matlab code:
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beam0 = ss(A0, eye(2+nd), eye(2+nd), 0);
y = C0;
systemnames = ‘ beam0 y ad su se We Wu Wn ’;
inputvar = ‘[ n(4); d(8); u(4)]’;
input_to_sd = ‘[Wd]’;
input_to_su = ‘[u]’;
input_to_se = ‘[beam0]’;
input_to_beam0 = ‘[ sd+su ]’;
input_to_y = ‘[ beam0 ]’;
input_to_Wu = ‘[u]’;
input_to_Wn = ‘[n]’;
input_to_Wd = ‘[d]’;
input_to_We = ‘[se]’;
The whetted matrix for noise, control, error, and disturbance are for control u:

Wu=


5.556×10−6s+0.005556

s+100
0

0
0

0
5.556×10−6s+0.005556

s+100
0
0

0
0

5.556×10−6s+0.005556
s+100

0

0
0
0

5.556×10−6s+0.005556
s+100

 (22)

For error e:

We=


2513

s+31.42
0

0
0

0
2513

s+31.42
0
0

0
0

2513
s+31.42

0

0
0
0

2513
s+31.42

 (23)

For disturbances d:

Wd=



40
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
40
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

40
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

40
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

40
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

40
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

40
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
40


(24)
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For noise n:

Wn=


10−6

0
0
0

0
10−6

0
0

0
0

10−6

0

0
0

0
10−6

 (25)

In all simulations the input is also white noise as the disturbance input, taking it as
a percentage of the measurement (in Matlab Simulink) Figure 4. In all the simulations
that have been done in Matlab, noise has been obtained in the measurements +, − one
percent as a percentage of the signal input. This was done to take into account uncertain
disturbances of the system, for example, unpredictable disturbances of the air force. The
system was tested in the Simulink Matlab, and the model used is shown in Figure 4.
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All the simulations are in the Matlab program using the toolbox Simulink (Figure 5).
The simulation has been done and the output of the result of the voltages (in volts) of the
actuators can be seen. In all simulations, measurement noise has been taken as a percentage
of the inputs as shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 6 shows the beam’s displacement over time as a result. In comparison to when
there is no control, the displacement is almost zero. We were able to minimize vibrations
by 95% by employing a unique control technique called H-infinity control. The green line
is with H-infinity control (closed loop), and the red line is without control (open loop).
Suppression of oscillations is achieved in all actuators and displacements are almost zero.
This is very important in all mechanical constructions and a real innovation. At the same
time, as shown in Figure 7, a relatively low voltage is achieved in the actuators since the
suppression is done with approximately 50 Volts while the actuators withstand 500 Volts.
As shown in Figure 7, the voltage generated by the control system to operate the control
is within the 500 Volt safe limit for the material being utilized. The blue line shows the
voltages of the last node, the green of the previous one, the red of the second, and the pale
blue of the first node.
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Figure 7. Control voltages for the four pairs of actuators of the beam. With the blue line is the control
voltages for the free end of the smart beam, with green line the control voltages for the 3rd node of
the smart beam, with red line the control voltages for the previous node of the smart beam and with
the light blue line the first node of the smart beam.

In the frequency domain, Figure 8 shows graphs that represent the weight matrices.
The results are obtained across the frequency range because oscillations must be classified
at a specific value. The main advantage of H-infinite control is that we can work both in the
time domain and the frequency domain. These matrices were made by doing a lot of tests
to make sure we could find a controller. The controller that is made using H-infinity control
has an order of 36. The value of γ for this controller is 0.074. The 36th order H-infinity
controller was discovered. Because the order of the controller, which is equal to the order
of the system, is typically higher than the order of conventional controllers like PI and LQR,
researchers have developed order reduction techniques. The next method makes use of the
Hifoo algorithm, which has been applied in the Matlab platform and is the most common
of these algorithms.

The ultimate goal of the aforementioned system is to determine a controller of de-
creased rank/order n (36) while preserving the performance of the H-infinity criterion and
a full-order controller’s behavior [24,25,36,43,44]. The following are some advantages of
this work: decline in order, complete suppression of oscillations, reduction of controller
order, application of measurement noise of beam state, optimization of the H-infinity con-
troller in intelligent structures, control of oscillation suppression through the simulation
of intelligent entities, results in the time–space domain and the frequency domain, and
input of white noise as disturbance input, taking it as a percentage of the disturbances. The
outcomes are outstanding. With H-infinity control, we were able to obtain total rejections
of disturbances.

3.3. Results for Hifoo Control

The Matlab routine for Hifoo control is:
Kfoo = hifoo (plant, 2)
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We employ a quasi-Newton technique (BFGS) to quickly estimate a local minimizer.
Both the local bundle technique and the gradient sampling method are not employed if the
MATLAB route does not include the quadratic programming tool “quadprog”.

Where plants are the Equations (26) and (2) is the order of the controller, the matrices
of the equation are:

.
xK(t) = AK xK(t) + BKy(t),
u(t) = CK xK(t) + DKy(t),

(26)

AK=

[
828.1
208.0

−5044
−2408

]
BK=

[
412.8 911.6 1716 2810
−164.9 −637.2 −1348 −3207

]

CK=


1557
3013
627

144.3

−916.7
−592.3
−297.9
−92.59


DK=


76.1 6.6 287.1 468.3
23.5 87.69 186.5 303

12.12 44.12 93.39 154.3
4.204 12.53 26.92 783.51



(27)

The control of beam position is achieved by displacing nodes on the order of 10−5 m,
with the same output voltage, using the Hifoo controller for real wind loading. Therefore,
even with a lower-order controller, we preserve H-infinity criteria performance. The Hifoo
controller’s maximum output voltage is 45 V, which is also true for the H∞ controller. In
other words, a lower-order controller that needs less voltage may adjust the beam to its
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equilibrium point, as shown in Figure 9. The resultant displacement of the beam over time
is seen in Figure 9 right. The displacement is nearly null as compared to when there is no
control. By using a special control method known as H-infinity control, we were able to
reduce vibrations by 95%. The red line is an open loop, whereas the green line has Hifoo
control (closed loop). All actuators successfully suppress oscillations, and displacements
are close to zero. In all mechanical structures, this is crucial and truly innovative. In
addition, since the actuators can resist 500 Volts while the suppression is done with about
50 Volts, as illustrated in Figure 9 left, a reasonably low voltage is reached in the actuators.
Figure 9 on the left displays the voltage produced. Even with the decreased order controller,
the beam maintains balance. The blue line shows the voltages of the last node, the green
of the previous one, the red of the second, and the pale blue of the first node. The control
voltages fall below the 500 Volt piezoelectric limit [44–48].
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ered order control are shown in Figure 10. The outcomes without control are shown by 
the blue line, and the green line is the results with control. For the above simulations, we 
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MATLAB route does not include the quadratic programming tool “quadprog”. The 

Figure 9. Control voltages and displacement response, of the middle and the free end of the beam
with reduced-order control: Top two diagrams with the blue line is presented the wind force (top
left diagram) and the wind velocity (top right diagram). Bottom three diagrams: For the bottom left
diagram with the blue line is the control voltages for the free end of the smart beam, with green line
the control voltages for the 3rd node of the smart beam, with red line the control voltages for the
previous node of the smart beam and with the light blue line the first node of the smart beam. For the
bottom right and middle diagram with blue line is the response without control and with green with
Hifoo control.

The maximum singular values in the frequency domain, with and without the lowered
order control are shown in Figure 10. The outcomes without control are shown by the blue
line, and the green line is the results with control. For the above simulations, we apply a
quasi-Newton technique (BFGS) for a quicker approximation of a local minimizer. Neither
the local bundle technique nor the gradient sampling method is employed if the MATLAB
route does not include the quadratic programming tool “quadprog”. The gradients that
Hifoo dynamically develops are utilized by each of these three optimization techniques.
It is not attempted to locate the odd locations where gradients do not exist. The gradient
discontinuities in unexpected locations do not cause the approaches to fail. A place where
a convex combination of gradients at neighboring points has a small norm is sought in
the last phases of the bundle and gradient sampling search parameter space. During the
BFGS stage, an extremely ill-conditioned Hessian approximation matrix is generated. The
local bundle technique or the gradient sampling method is not employed if the MATLAB
route does not include the quadratic programming tool “quadprog”. The gradients that
Hifoo dynamically develops are utilized by each of these three optimization techniques.
It is not attempted to locate the odd locations where gradients do not exist. The gradient
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discontinuities in unexpected locations do not cause the approaches to fail. A place where
a convex combination of gradients at neighboring points has a small norm is sought in the
last phases of the bundle and gradient sampling search parameter space. During the BFGS
stage, an extremely ill-conditioned Hessian approximation matrix is generated.
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4. Discussion

The current work has addressed the utilization of active control technologies in intelli-
gent structures. Low steady-state error, quick recovery, and little-to-no maximum uplift
are all desirable along with vibration reduction; nevertheless, control energy must not
exceed operational limits [21,45,46]. The advantage of H-infinity control is that it enables
the computation to take into consideration the worst-case scenario of disturbances with
uncertainty and system noise [32,33,39,47]. Additionally, the H-infinity controller can effi-
ciently handle greater input, allowing for the creation of a broad frequency spectrum. The
results are significant; with piezoelectric component voltage controlled within tolerance,
vibration reduction is shown even for genuine wind loads. By applying non-parametric
and non-convex optimization techniques with the HIFOO controller [5]. The model’s pro-
cessing requirements were reduced by lowering the controller rank. The controller worked
properly even with a significantly lower system degree. Strong stabilization, which requires
a controller that is self-stabilizing to stabilize a plant, and simultaneous stabilization, in
which finding a single controller is required. To stabilize many plants, there are specific
instances of multi-objective robust control issues [10,24,48]. Many important researchers
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such as Crawley and de Louis [49] have dealt with smart materials and their inventions in
construction. In this research, these materials are applied with advanced control techniques
in the suppression of oscillations. Control and optimization on manufacturing processes
and structures was also applied by various researchers afterward [50–53]. Most of the
methods or heuristics that are currently used to address these issues usually lead to very
high-order controllers as well. The outcomes demonstrate the utility of the suggested
model and methodology, and the beam’s control behavior conforms to expectations. The
acknowledgment of new scientific issues that can serve as the foundation for study outside
the purview of this work is a logical outcome of the suggested research advances. The
maximum frequency of vibration for the system belongs to the high frequencies up to
10,000 Hz. Here, very good results are achieved in both high and low frequencies. The
following are the outcomes of this work: a lowered order, the complete suppression of oscil-
lations, reduction of controller order, optimization of the H-infinity controller in intelligent
structures, and control of oscillation suppression by simulating intelligent entities, resulting
in the time–space domain and the frequency domain, application of measurement noise of
beam state, the input of white noise as disturbance input, taking it as a percentage of the dis-
turbances, and application of measurement noise [25,36,44]. The outcomes are acceptable;
using H-infinity control and reduced-order control, we completely reject disturbances. The
different control methods used to lessen structural vibration and noise are referred to above.
This investigation helps to apply controls to lessen the oscillations of intelligent structures.
The major development is that complete oscillation suppression is accomplished with a
reduced-order controller. In other words, the best outcome is obtained with significantly
lower computing costs and without sacrificing any of the model’s accuracy. In particular,
experimental verification of the excellent results gained in the study of control might be a
future research area.

5. Conclusions

Specific examples of multi-objective robust control problems are simultaneous sta-
bilization, where a single controller must be created to stabilize a number of plants, and
robust stabilization entails the requirement that a controller, in order to stabilize a plant,
must also be inherently stable itself. In addition, the majority of the present methods or
heuristics for resolving these problems frequently result in controllers of exceptionally high
order. The beam’s control behavior matches predictions, and the results show how useful
the recommended model and methods are. Following a system analysis, we assess the
system’s usability and robustness.

The research investigates the positive aspects of robust control in intelligent systems by
showing the use of H-infinity regulation and Hifoo optimization in both the state space and
the frequency domain. These are the benefits of this work: order reduction optimization of
the H-infinity controller in smart structures, control in oscillation suppression by modeling
of intelligent entities, results in the time–space domain and the frequency domain, applica-
tion of the measurement noise of the state of the beam, complete suppression of oscillations,
reduction of the order of the controller, and the input of white noise as the disturbance
input taking it as a percentage of the disturbances, to achieve the results programming
has been done in Matlab. We employ a quasi-Newton technique (BFGS) to estimate a local
minimizer more quickly. If the MATLAB route does not include the quadratic programming
tool “quadprog”, neither the local bundle technique nor the gradient sampling method
is employed. These three optimization techniques each make use of the gradients that
Hifoo dynamically produces. Finding the odd locations where gradients do not exist is not
attempted. The positions of the gradient discontinuities do not cause the procedures to
fail. The latter phases of the bundle and gradient sampling look for a place where a convex
combination of gradients at neighboring points has a small norm. This technique helps to
decrease the oscillations of intelligent structures by applying control. The breakthrough is
the use of a reduced-order controller to completely suppress oscillations. In other words,
the ideal outcome can be achieved with highly reduced processing needs and without
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compromising the model’s accuracy in any way. The focus of future studies will be on
two areas; first, on how to apply these control mechanisms to real intelligent structures
in an experimental scenario, and second, using alternative control strategies to suppress
structural noise and vibration.
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